Women's services nursing leaders and front line caregivers at the groundbreaking for the Helen Caloggero Women's and Family Center
Once again you have exceeded our expectations. Our hearts are filled with gratitude because of your generosity, which led to remarkable accomplishments in 2021. Together, we were able to acquire state-of-the-art technologies, break ground on the Helen Caloggero Women’s and Family Center, expand life-changing programs and most importantly continue providing high-quality care to you and your family.

For over 90 years, Providence St. Joseph Hospital has been a cherished and valuable resource for the community — but none of this would be possible without your support. Your continuous commitment has taken Providence St. Joseph to new heights as it is one of the most respected hospitals in Southern California. “Thank you” is not enough to describe our appreciation for you, but we will never stop saying it.

As you read through this report, we hope you feel a sense of pride in what you made possible. Our ability to keep pace with the needs of our community is because of your unwavering dedication and compassion for others. We are fortunate to have you as a valuable partner and member of the Providence St. Joseph family.

Thank you again for your support as we bring hope and healing to our Dear Neighbors. We look forward to another exciting year of great achievements.

With gratitude,

Tanja Cebula
Chair, Foundation Board of Directors

Amy Daugherty
Chief Philanthropy Officer

TO OUR LOYAL SUPPORTERS

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

Last year, our community gathered for two special events, our annual Celebration and Golf Tournament, in support of our new Progressive Care Unit.

Celebration: Embracing a Healthy Tomorrow, From Our Home to Yours

Thanks to our sponsors and volunteers, our annual Celebration, held on Saturday, October 9, was another record-breaking success, raising $889,000 thanks to the generosity of our supporters. To ensure the health and safety of all guests, the event was hosted at 19 of our sponsors’ homes.

Providence St. Joseph Hospital Foundation is especially thankful to our co-chairs Doctors Alex and Neerja Zand, honorary chairs Gemma Seidl and Marsha Moeller, and the entire Celebration committee.

Golf Tournament

Raising over $600,000, our annual golf tournament at Pelican Hill Golf Club brought together community and business leaders across Orange County in support of our hospital. This event is a highlight of the year and was recently recognized as the No. 2 Golf Tournament in the 2022 Orange County Business Journal’s Charity Event Guide based on the total net raised for the event.

We would like to thank co-chairs Joe Conway and John Cebula, our sponsors and all our volunteers for making this event so successful.

Tanja Cebula
Chair, Foundation Board of Directors

Amy Daugherty
Chief Philanthropy Officer

Neerja Zand, M.D., Alex Zand, M.D.

Gemma Seidl and Marsha Moeller

Tim Conway, Ted Luckham, Joe Conway and Tony Bertocchini
YOUR IMPACT

Through your generosity, **$16,603,431** was raised in 2021 to enhance patient care at Providence St. Joseph Hospital. We are grateful for your gifts that allow us to continue to provide compassionate, quality care to our community.

— Jeremy S. Zoch, Ph.D., MHA, FACHE
Chief Executive, Providence St. Joseph Hospital
To meet the community's rapidly expanding need for services, we prioritized an initiative to fund a Progressive Care Unit, adding 20 new beds with high-level patient care. Many patients come to our Emergency Care Center (ECC) and end up receiving care in the Medical Intensive Care Unit (MICU). Once a patient's health improves enough to move out of the MICU, more beds staffed for higher level of care are needed. This new unit will help meet this growing need in our hospital.

In addition to generous donors who supported our $12 million goal, several physicians have championed the new Progressive Care Unit by committing $25,000 to the project. To thank them for their support, they will be recognized on a physician champion wall in the new unit, leaving a legacy at Providence St. Joseph.

- Roger Chang, M.D.
- Chest and Critical Care Consultants
- John Cross, M.D., and Lei Hanaoka Cross
- Integrated Critical Care and Pulmonary Specialists
- Shu Yuan Liao Jan, M.D.
- Chao-I Lin, M.D.
- Ashok Kar, M.D.
- Dr. David and Diana Margileth
- Tanya Nino, M.D., and Joseph E. Richards, Esq.
- Dr. and Mrs. B. Palafox
- St. Joseph and St. Jude Heritage Medical Group

LEADING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Through philanthropy, Providence St. Joseph Hospital can acquire the latest technology, ensuring our patients receive the best possible care. With leading-edge robotics available, we can perform far less invasive procedures, attract top robotics physicians, advance the skills of current surgeons who previously used more traditional techniques and provide a better patient experience.

Last year, thoracic oncologist John Maurice, M.D., celebrated his 100th surgery with the Ion system for robotic bronchial navigation, purchased through donations. This advanced system for minimally invasive lung biopsy procedures helps with early detection of lung cancer and increases likelihood of survival.

Ron Cambra was our first of 39 patients treated last year by urologist Brian Norouzi, M.D., with the da Vinci Single Port System. Fully funded by donors, this system allows surgeons to perform complex surgeries with delicate precision. While the system can expand to other surgeries, the da Vinci is currently dedicated to robotic prostate surgery.

SUPPORTING OUR NURSES

We are grateful for each nurse at Providence St. Joseph Hospital and recognize the importance of continued education. The foundation is proud to have awarded $75,000 in scholarships to 18 nurses who are furthering their education at all levels, from associate to doctorate degrees. Scholarship recipients represent every corner of the hospital, such as clinical education, emergency care, general surgery, mother-baby unit and radiology. We are honored to help them on their journey and appreciate the compassionate care they give our patients.

COVID was very challenging and there were many days I wanted to give up on my studies, but receiving this scholarship was one of the things that motivated me to keep going. The scholarship made me feel that the hospital believes, trusts and supports me on my journey to be successful. I felt so honored that the foundation granted me the scholarship.

— Jacoba Walsh, RN, BSN, PCCN, K, Patient Safety Program Manager
This past September, crews broke ground on the Helen Caloggero Women’s and Family Center here at Providence St. Joseph Hospital. Through philanthropic efforts, over $5 million has been raised, including the transformational gift from longtime donor, Marsha Moeller. In honor of this generosity, the center is named in memory of her mother, Helen Caloggero.

The four-story facility will be located at the corner of Main Street and Stewart Drive and is slated to open in 2024. This new state-of-the-art facility will ensure that Providence St. Joseph will continue to provide leading-edge care to our Dear Neighbors.